DEPARTMENT OF CLASSICAL STUDIES
APPROVAL FOR INDEPENDENT STUDY COURSES
(291.xx/491.xx for non-Research IS)
(293.xx/493.xx for Research IS)

Term/Yr: ________ Subject: ________ Course #: _____./___ Permission # __________

Name of student: ___________________________ Email: ___________________________

Name of Instructor: ___________________________

Title of course: ___________________________

Description of course:

Proposed reading:

Signature of Instructor: ___________________________

Signature of DUS: ___________________________

Instructions: Consult with your instructor about the course title, description, and proposed readings. Either you or your instructor may write the course description and list the proposed readings; your instructor will find this independent study approval form on the server at G:\DUS\Courses\COURSES\forms.doc. In any case, your instructor must read and approve the course description before she/he signs the form.

Submit the form to the Director of Undergraduate Studies in Classical Studies, Professor Micaela Janan, in Allen 228 or e-mail mjanan@duke.edu, for her signature. Take the completed form to the Assistant to the DUS in Classical Studies, in Allen 233. She will give you a section number for your 291/293.xx or 491/493.xx and a permission number to enroll.

YOU MAY ATTACH A SUMMARY TO THIS PAGE

Request processed & e-mailed: ________________